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Birch logs for sale ottawa

We usually have a lot of hardwood (mostly ash &amp;maple) ready for you. And if you can pick it up from the farm, it's only $130 per face cord. We are talking about hardwood, cut to a length divided into proper combustion size, dried to about 20% humidity, and ready to burn right now - perfect for fireplaces, stoves or
stoves. (The brain of the face measures approximately 4 feet tall 8 feet long and 16 inches deep when stacked) Do we need to deliver? For a symbolic fee - which is based on how much firewood you need, we can deliver your firewood within the Ottawa area. Save $$$ ? If you're comfortable, have energy and tools, and
would like to save on firewood by doing some of the work yourself... we also sell full, unsplit magazines for as little as $80 face cord. All you need is a little lubricant elbow, chain or tank saw, as well as a good axe or firewood-splitting. Take the fire... To make it easier to start your fires, we offer dried dried burnout for an $8
bag (approximately 8 pounds/3.6 kilograms) pre-separated, ready to burn pine... perfect tree to work with. Find out more... Call us today - 613.720.3451 - for details and a free quote... Or email us - Blaskie Firewood &amp;& Logging provides families and individuals with firewood throughout the Ottawa Valley. Our
firewood consists of both logs of hardwood and conifers. The wood comes in green and will be delivered to you to cut, divide and dry. Because we deliver it to you in magazines, you won't be charged an additional fee for cuts and splitting. NO BASS NO POPLAR NO DEAD CITY ASH This wood lot includes: 7 feet or 14
feet of maple, oak &amp; can be birch, vms, ash and iron forest. OTTAWA SQUARE PRICES $580 half tandem $1,150 full tandem Renfrew Area $550 half tandem $1080 full tandem Ask for delivery details. BMC Inc. - Forestry is located in Woodlaun, Ontario (part of Ottawa). We are a family owned and operated by a
business with our operating yard established in Woodlawn in 2002. We own woodlot here in West Carlton and another much larger (600 acres) west of Perth, Ontario. At the product level, we process and inventory in bulk, 16 inches of the same species (oak, maple, beech, ash or white birch) of firewood and traditional
mixed hardwood. We are also inventorying 12 inches of firewood for customers with small wood-burning stoves or wooden fireplace inserts. We supply mixed firewood and visions for both residential and commercial customers. For customers with open stoves, we can make special cuts (longer or heavier split firewood) to
satisfy their desired specifications. For residential clients who need small amounts, that they only have random use in wood-burning stoves, fireplaces, fire pits or simply using a campfire we have a unique mixed product called Economy Hardwood that can fill those requirements. We can also supply cedar pole and rails.
In 2018 expanded our retail offerings to include a small split smoker's wood with Hickory, Apple, Cherry and Maple, usually in inventory. See the FAQ for more information. We've also included a sawmill to supply rough lumber cutting to customers looking for special cuts or species. We now have different sizes or lumber
available. Mostly more traditional slices of cherries, nuts, red oak, beech, hickor, maple, ash, pine and cedar. Some are available in a 2 or 3 inch-sized plate up to 12 feet long by different widths. Our dynamic growth over the past 19 years has led us to become one of the largest suppliers of dry hardwood in Ottawa and
the Valley. We provide forest services to customers who own their loggers or customers who want to do bush/yard cleaning or cleaning of construction lots. We also have the individual work of the tree service to customers who have problems with one or more trees. Every year, all our previous wood customers receive
mail in early July. The vast majority of customers receive orders in July or early August, and then receive detailed confirmation of the order from us by email. Then we called the customer to schedule a delivery date. No phone around is trying to find someone reputable or trying to find suppliers who have an inventory of
dry wood they want for the fall. Once we confirm the order, we will keep firewood until the customer is ready to accept the delivery. We are trying to make buying firewood experience No Hassle. Some of our new customers tell us that they equate buying firewood to buying a used car. They have trouble developing trust
in people and process and don't enjoy doing so. In our opinion, the wood supplier industry is mainly made up of small operators who sell everything they have. They can be around for one year, not the next. Supplying quality product and providing good customer service isn't necessarily a top priority for many of them
because they don't plan to be around next year, and market demand for years seems to have been greater than supply opportunities. Over the years, we've listened to how many new customers tell us about how dissatisfied they are with previous firewood suppliers and the quality of firewood they've received. We believe
many of you would like to see a higher level of professionalism and be able to develop trust in your wood supplier. First of all, you expect to get what you paid for. We will meet those expectations. Take a moment to read our Customer Reviews. You will find that as part of working with us, we will take time by phone or
email to your specific wood needs and are always happy to offer suggestions based on our own experience and that of our customers on what works well for different firewood Applications. We intend to earn and maintain your trust. The website's FAC has evolved over several years and should cover most customer
issues. You will find our prices for dry firewood are very competitive. Read the FAQ section before buying firewood from anyone. This will help prepare you to ask the right questions to wood suppliers. Make sure you compare apples to apples (or in this case firewood with firewood). Given that we have set our prices very
early in the year, we will review market conditions, supply and competitive pricing and may review our current price list at a later date to come in line with any market trends. If our prices go up, we will honor pricing for all received orders that have been officially confirmed by us regardless of delivery date. We are different
than almost all wood suppliers (they only sell Mixed Hardwood) in that we give you the opportunity to purchase bulk firewood of the same kind. For 2021, you can buy all the oak, all maple, all beech, all White Birch, all gums or traditional mixed hardwood. The success of our marketing approach is reflected in the fact that
more than 90% of all firewood we sold last year was of the same kind. See Q&amp;A for more details. We don't know of any other provider that provides this general choice. Typically, by November of each year, the inventory of dry firewood in the Ottawa area is largely depleted. While we are one of the largest suppliers
of firewood in the Ottawa Valley and have dramatically increased our inventory year after year, our rapid growth continues to lead to ours being sold early. In late December and until March we find some of our customers have already used all the firewood they purchased from us. So, if they can find dry hardwood, they
then look to pay higher prices only for the major Mixed Hardwood, which is sold by several suppliers. This has been the nature of the market for the past few years. Our advice is if you decide not to buy from us, then get an order with someone else. This year again there will be a shortage of dry hardwood. For customers
dealing with us for the first time, our new customer email package includes everything you need to place an order (Price list and order form). You can fill out the order form and send it by e-mail back. If you are more comfortable just to give us your order by phone, please do. In any case, we will confirm your order by
returning the email and then adjust the delivery time accordingly. To request a new customer email package or if you have any questions or comments, please contact us by email at or by phone 613-832-3617 (office) or 613-447-9963 (mobile). Shaper Planning a visit to our retail store in the On? Enjoy wandering around
our massive showroom where our friendly and knowledgeable staff will help you choose exactly what you're looking for. Read more Festool Academy: Craft Corner Tips and Tricks Welcome to our Irish website. Based in Dublin, offering the lowest price of a dried wood fuel oven online directly from our production site.
Delivery of dried wood fuel furnace since 2014 using vans with tail lift and truck pallet. We are currently experiencing an extremely high level of demand. As a result, many of our regular buyers have expressed interest in placing their orders in advance. To make this service possible, we've added additional tools that allow
you to plan ahead, showing the date and time when you can order products, as well as the delivery time. We expect supply and demand to become more balanced by the end of January - mid-February and we hope to then return to the normal share sale process with 2-4 delivery times from the order. Reject Go to
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